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Abstract— Now a days, with the increase of population the 

number of vehicle demand is also increased.[1] 80% vehicles 

are purchased on loan basis. In such cases it’s responsibility 

of car owner to pay the Equated monthly instalments (EMI) 

on time. But some people do not pay the EMI in due date. To 

avoid this we proposed a system which helps in vehicle loan 

recovery. Another is here we developed a tire pressure 

measurement system which is implemented in vehicles to 

monitor the variation in tire pressure. The safety of driving 

improves because of our system. because of increase in 

amount of traffic, the traffic rule violation also increases 

which affects accidents.[2] Our system also includes law 

enforcement module which is used to avoid traffic rule 

violations.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In our project there are three modules. Which are vehicle loan 

recovery system, tire pressure measurement system and 

traffic rule violation system. Because of these three modules 

our car becomes a smart car that’s why it is a smart car 

system. In our country many peoples purchase vehicle on 

EMI. But some time car owner not pay EMI in due date. In 

such a situation our project is very useful for bank. Using this 

system we alert the car owner for pay the EMI on time and 

sends the warning message. If owner does not responds 

properly then bank manager control the car. In these system 

we use GSM for receiving the message. Another system in 

this project is tire pressure measurement system. This system 

used in vehicle to monitor variation in tire pressure. This 

pressure is displayed on LCD which is in car. Because of this 

system driving safety is improved. Here we use pressure 

sensor for measuring the pressure in tire tube. Traffic rule 

violation is become biggest problem in our country to avoid 

we develop this system. When car owner break the traffic 

signal then detect by IR sensor this traffic rule violation 

message is displayed on car LCD and automatically send to 

RTO through GSM. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

A. Car Side Module: 

 

B. Signal Side Module: 

 

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

A. Arduino Mega:  

 Inside every car module arduino mega 2560 is most probably 

used. It is main component of this project. Arduino software 

(IDE) is used for programming arduino mega 2560. All 

components are interfaced with arduino mega.  

B. LCD: 

LCD is most probably used here, the type of LCD used is 

16*2 Message from bank and traffic signal pole and also tire 

pressure all these are displayed on LCD.  

C. GSM: 

Using GSM we can send or receive message. GSM model 

SIM300 is used here. Message from bank manager is received 

by GSM and traffic rule violation message is send to RTO 

office by using GSM. 

D. RF Transceiver: 

In this project it is used to communicate between car circuit 

and signal pole. The signal on pole is display on LCD by 

using RF transceiver. 

E. Pressure Sensor: 

Here pressure sensor is used for measuring the tire pressure. 

5V 0-1.2 MPa Pressure Transducer Sensor is used in this 

project. It is connected to tire tube. It measure the tire pressure 

and display on LCD. 

F. Relay:  

Relay is used here to on or off the car.By using relay bank 

manager can control the car monitoring.  

IR sensor: 

Here we use IR sensor to detect the car. If there is red signal 

on pole and car crossed the signal then IR sensor detects the 

car. 

G. Arduino Uno: 

Arduino uno is used in signal side module. IR sensor and 

transceiver are interface with Arduino uno. 
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IV. FLOW CHART 

A. Car Side: 

 

B. Signal Side: 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The issues faced by bankers for the collection of EMI through 

existing system is overcome by our “Smart Car System”. This 

system gives absolute solution to the bankers for collecting 

various time define EMI loans. Another problem overcome 

by this system is monitoring the tire pressure in vehicle. As 

the pressure changes it is displayed on the LCD board which 

is there inside the car. Other major drawback overcome by 

this system is it can avoid the breaking of traffic rule.as soon 

as driver breaks the traffic signal it is then detected by IR 

sensor and is automatically send to RTO through GSM.  
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